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International development INGOs face

ethical challenges in their efforts to

relay communications about the people

they work with. In most cases, simplistic

messages rely on single-story

narratives. Poverty porn is a term

increasingly used to describe shocking

imagery from exploitative aid

campaigns.

Global North-based INGO aid

campaigns use media to reinforce and

challenge stereotypes about people in

poverty from the Global South.

Literature Review

The research examines video

advertisements from three different

INGO campaigns:

• Every Last Child | Save The Children

Advert - Every Last Child, Save the

Children

• What YouTube missed - Child Health

Now; World Vision

• It's Time to Even It Up - Even it Up!;

Oxfam

Each of these INGOs are based in the

Global North, either in the U.S. or in the

U.K., and focus primarily on alleviating

poverty in the Global South.

The campaigns were chosen based off

three factors:

• Amount of exposure received

• INGO funding

• Celebrity endorsements

The Every Last Child video

(SaveTheChildren, 2016) show quick

clips of scenes, presumably from

around the world, of newborns, children

and young adults interacting with Save

the Children workers.

What YouTube missed (WVIAdvocacy,

2014) shows clips of children playing

and having fun, in comparison to untold

stories of vulnerable children,

presumably from the Global South.

Oxfam’s Even it Up campaign video

(Oxfam GB, 2017) focuses on showing

inequality between the rich and poor. It

shows contrasting clips of rich areas

and people and poor areas and people.

Although INGO media campaigns may

have come a long way from the

extreme shock-based approaches of

before, problematic elements still

persist. A video, although easier to

share a complex story than a single

image, can still oversimplify and de-

contextualize poverty in the Global

South.

INGOs have more work ahead of them

to challenge stereotypes of poverty in

the Global South.
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Media effects theories show how media

can impact individuals, but they are

usually not thought to be directly

influential.

Representations of the Global South

have historical roots in colonialism.

There is an overabundance of bad

news stories about the developing

world, especially with regards to Africa.

Every Last Child | Save The Children 

Advert 

What Youtube missed

Some organizations have developed

codes of ethics for development

communications. Dóchas developed an

internationally recognized code

centered around the respect for human

dignity and showing the complexity of

development work in 2007.

Passive Versus Active

The use of clips portraying people in the

Global South as passive was common

in What YouTube missed. Children from

the Global South are shown in a

passive state compared to children from

the Global North who can be seen

engaging in a number of activities.

Saviorism

The Every Last Child video explicitly

demonstrates elements of saviorism by

aid workers as it depicts Save the

Children workers intervening to help

children. In each video’s call to action,

the implication is that the power to

change the situation of people featured

is in the hands of viewers.

Vulnerability

There is a certain level of intrusiveness

permissible in shots representing the

Global South. There are many cases of

children or adults making direct eye

contact with the camera, usually in a

close-up shot of the subjects’ face.

Another potent example is the inclusion

of a childbirth in the Every Last Child

video.

Lack of Context

In all video advertisements, there is a

lack of context with the visuals

provided. There is no indication of

specific locations or time periods. The

videos do not present any background

as to why the people shown are in

poverty. Instead, audiences determine

this based off of pre-held assumptions.

Lack of Voice

Although the selected advertisements

do not rely as heavily on audio, those

from the Global South noticeably lack a

voice. The audio from Oxfam’s It’s Time

to Even it Up video is crucial to the

central message but it is solely

representative of the Global North.

It’s Time to Even It Up

Aid campaigns typically use one of

three approaches, all of which over-

simplify development and poverty:

• shock effect

• deliberate positivism, or

• post-humanitarian communication.

This research provides a case study

analysis of both visual and audio

elements of three video aid campaigns

from three Global North-based INGOs

which focus on alleviating poverty:

Oxfam, World Vision, and Save the

Children.

This analysis looks at the depictions of

poverty in the Global South to

understand how their aid campaigns

can reinforce and challenge

stereotypes.
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